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• The meaning of sustainable development for the City of Paris: 
Plan local d’urbanisme (2006), Plan de déplacements de Paris 
(2007), Plan climat de Paris (2007) 

• Paris’s carbon footprint =6.55 Million TEC in 2005,i.e. around 3 
tons/ Parisian

• Passenger transport accounts for 27% of carbon footprint

• The Paris Climate protection plan aims at a 75% reduction of GHG 
emissions by 2050 ( « facteur 4 » ) and at a 25%reduction by 2020/ 
2004 

• Providing a variety of low carbon public transport infrastructure 
is therefore a major challenge for the City of Paris.

Climate change context
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Vélib’ is an example among others of cooperation between the
City of Paris and the private sector: 

• Through contracts: 

- Global public procurements: in some cases, the private
operator must fulfill a global mission including conception, 
construction and exploitation, associated with performance 
objectives (ex: Vélib’)

- Public service delegation contracts : a private company is in 
charge of a public service and takes the risks involved in running 
it (ex: urban heating distribution with CPCU) 

- Partnership contracts , often associated with performance 
objectives, namely for energy saving and GHG emission
reduction ( ex: project for renovating schools) 

Legal context (1)
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Legal context (2) 

• Through institutions: 

« Sociétes d’économie mixtes » : the City of Paris holds part of the
equity ( between 33% and 80%) 

Example: public housing companies, urban development,  services…

• Through both contracts and institutions : 

Example: for  urban heating distribution,   the City of Paris has a 
concession contract with CPCU , a « société d’économie mixte » where
the City of Paris owns 33% of the equity
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• Ever since early 2000, the City of Paris aims at decreasing the resort to 
individual cars, by promoting alternative means of transport (trams, bus, 
bike, …). 

• Despite obvious favorable factors, such as  climate, size, high densities and 
a flat terrain, in 2005, bicycles were used only for 2% of  trips in Paris 
(versus 17% in Strasbourg or 28% in Amsterdam).

Reasons for promoting bicycle use in Paris

A public rental system :  an opportunity to solve these problems

• Reasons for this under utilization ? 
-Walking is a major means of mobility in 
Paris
- Large public transport networks
-“Psychological” issues
- Fear of stolen bikes
- Maintenance problems
- Parking issues
- Heavy urban traffic
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Vélib’ main objectives

• Promote and democratize the bicycle as an alternative means of 
public transport for short distances in Paris

• Improve the quality of city life by reducing pollution, decreasing 
travelling time and encouraging regular physical exercise

• Propose a low cost / high quality means of transport: 

– Covering the whole area inside the city limits 

– Making bikes available

– Ensuring bikes are in good condition

• Do not require the City of Paris to make significant investments
and optimize day to day operational costs
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• Open call for tender after a « competitive dialogue »

� Competitive Dialogue : Winner was Clear Channel with 14 000 bikes and 1 000 stations
(JCDecaux offer was only 8 000 bikes and 760 stations)

� Open call for tender : won by JC. Decaux with 20 600 bikes and 1 451 stations              
(Clear Channel offer remained with 14 000 bikes 1 000 stations) 

• Contents of the open call :

� An agreement for running the rental system was signed for a 10-year period including :

– Investment and operational costs of the bike rental system
– Investment  in billboards :  1 280 ( 2 m²) and  348 ( 8 m² )

� Vélib’ running costs paid by JCDecaux as a counterpart to 50% of the surfaces of 
billboards (57M€ revenue in 2008);  the remaining 50% are allocated to municipal 
communication

Legal aspects

A  low price for the City Council

A common design for urban furniture
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2 m² 8 m²

Advertising street furniture

� Designer : Patrick Jouin
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• Global Investment cost is approximately 110 M€ (90 M€ for Vélib’ system and 
20M€ for billboards)

• All revenue generated by Vélib’ goes to the City of Paris (15M€ in 2008) 

• Additional Vélib’ infrastructure is financed by the City of Paris (8M€ / year for 
300 stations in 2009 and the years after)

• According to a new deal settled in 2009,  JCDecaux can earn additional revenue 
if its operating activity reaches a very high level of quality as determined by 6 
criterion : 

1. Users must always  be able to find a bike 
2. Users must always be able to find a place to park the bike
3. Stations must be connected all the time to the central system
4. Bikes must be safe (60 stations are audited every month)

5. The system must always be clean (60 stations are audited every month)

6. Problems must be solved in less than 24 hours

• If JCDecaux reaches the maximum level of quality, it can earn as much as 42% 
of  Vélib’ revenue

Financial aspects
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28 February 2007 : The open call for tender is awarded to JCDecaux

15 July 2007 : Velib's inauguration with 50% of the global service

• 10,600 self-service bicycles available

• 750 stations

June 2009 : the service is fully deployed

Latest developments

• Expand existing Velib’ stations in Paris

• Create new stations in high density places (railway stations, universities…)

Key dates of implementation

Area Paris 30 cities near Paris TOTAL

Number of bikes 20,600 3,300 24,000

Number of stations 1,451 300 1,751

Number of bike racks 35,000 7,500 42,500

Cost for the Paris City Council 0€ 8M€ / 1 year
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Vélib’ : 

A network of 1,751 stations in July 2009

Paris Subway : 

A network of 298 metro stations

Station density
Compared networks : Subway and Vélib’
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• 400 employees hired by 

JCDecaux (equivalent to 

285 full time jobs ) :

• Four families of jobs : 

– Maintenance

– Regulation

– Customer service

– Software

Vélib’ « exploitation team »
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Vélib’ from a customer point of view

Two categories 
of users

Short period : 1 / 7 days Long period : 1 year

How much ?

-1 day: 1€

-7 days: 5€

- One Year: 29€

First ½ hour: free    Second ½ hour: 1€ Third ½ hour: 2€ Fourth ½ hour and after: 4€
�Low prices

� Quick turnover of bikes

�No competition with private companies hiring bikes

How ? In a station By post : a form to complete and send

Payment of the 
subscription

Credit card Cheque

or

Internet payment with credit card

Guaranty

Pre-authorized automatic deduction (bank 
card chip card) of 150€ deposit when 
subscribed

Cheque of 150€

Or

Deduction on account

Pay for use

Bank account debited at the end of 
subscription by the « pre-authorized »
automatic deduction ( consumption + 
subscription + possible deduction from 
deposit),

When he or she  subscribes, he or she  creates 
a Vélib’ account,  which as long as it doesn’t 
have a debit balance, allows him or her to 
borrow a bike. When his  or her account has a 
debit, he or she  can credit it again by credit 
card, Moneo or cheque.

Ticket or pass « Ticket Vélib’ » on paper, anonymous and 
with a user number

Vélib’ card one year  

NAVIGO card
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• 69.6 million trips in 31 months

An average number of 2,250,000 trips / month

76,600 trips / day in 2008

• 304,810 annual subscriptions sold since the opening

• 8,900 one day passes sold / day

• 760 one Week passes sold / week

• Bikes are used around 4 to 7 times a day

• Bike trips last on average 18 min 

Statistical analyses
From the opening to 28 / 02 / 2010
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� Velib' s success can be estimated by a variety of side developments :
large number of “non-official” websites, blogs and fora about the service, visits from 

foreign officials,  awards, new cities equipped with bike sharing systems, …

� Velib' has changed the image of bicycles in the city : safe, fast, practical, fun, 

collective & individual … and an environmentally  means of transport !!!

� People have a new vision of public vs. private property : the “individual –
public transport is born

Vélib’, a real change in urban culture 

Vélib’ : one more step towards a new mobility model
- Increases the number of means of transport (multimodality)

- Increases the number of trips made with public transport

- Reduces  the price of transport

- Reduces  individual ownership of cars



Conclusion

• The City of Paris invests 1.7 billion € /year from its own budget; 
moreover,  other municipal investments are carried out through its
concessions, « sociétés d’économie mixte » etc.

• Making Paris a « sustainable metropolis of the future » , with a low
carbon footprint, requires major  investments in a variety of fields. Ex: 
renewable energy power plants (geothermal, photovoltaics…), urban
public transport ( trams, velib’ , autolib’ , metro, RER…), retrofitting and
insulating municipal  buildings (schools, creches, council houses…), 
expanding information  networks….

• Given the current budget constraint (crisis) and the need to get « value 
for money » quickly, public private partnerships, in a broad sense,  can
be a solution: the Velib’ experience is a  good example. 
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Thank you for your attention.

For more information :

www.paris.fr or www.velib-paris.fr


